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Chrome plated brass fuel 
breather vents with 90 deg 
bend and stainless steel mesh 
spark arrestor.  Choice of pipe 
facing up or down.  Suits hull 
thickness up to 16mm.
Suits16mm hose.

RWB1302 Chrome brass with   
 pipe facing down

RWB2841 Chrome brass with   
 pipe facing up

316 grade stainless vent sits flush on exterior 
of boat for attractive flush finish. 
The pipe faces up to prevent water entering 
the line.
Includes rubber gasket and fixing hardware. 
2 sizes - to suit 16mm hose or larger 20mm 
hose for superior venting capacity.

RWB2842    Suits 16mm hose
Face dia 44mm.  Suits hull 
thickness up to 25mm

RWB2844 Suits 20mm hose
Face dia 50mm.  Suits hull 
thickness up to 32mm

RWB2841

TENOB high quality, economy 
priced, UV stabilised nylon, 
fuel or water tank breather.
Supplied complete with 
stainless steel mesh spark 
arrestor and retaining nut. 
Suits 16mm hose.  Drill a 
20mm hole for mounting. 

RWB1589 Black 
RWB1591 White

Compact design chrome plated 
brass breather for venting fuel 
vapours.  Complete with
mounting gasket and stainless 
steel mesh spark arrestor.
Suits hull thickness up to 13mm.
Suits 13 - 16mm hose.

RWB221 Chrome brass

All 316 grade stainless steel 
fuel breather vent.
Attractive streamlined head 
design with mounting gasket 
and stainless steel mesh 
spark arrestor.  Suitable for 
hull thicknesss up to 16mm. 
Suits 16mm (5/8") hose.

RWB1974

RWB1576 Black
RWB1577 White

TENOB high quality 90 degree 
fuel breather vent with a unique
water trap to make it virtually 
impervious to water entering 
the fuel line in normal use.  
Made from tough UV resistant 
nylon material for non-corrosive 
durability and fuel resistance. 
Complete with spark-proof mesh.  
The vent separates into two 
parts to make it easy to fit.  
Suits both 16 and 20mm hose.

Fuel  Breathers  -  Flush  Recessed  Style  -  Stainless

90  Deg  Fuel  Breathers  CPB

Nylon  -  With  Water  Trap

Chromed  Brass  -  Straight Stainless  Steel - Steamlined

Nylon  -  Streamlined

4 - Deck  Hardware  -  Fuel  Tank  Breathers

RWB1302

90  Deg  Fuel  Breather  Stainless

Cast 316 grade stainless 
steel fuel breather vent 
with 90 deg bend and 
pipe facing up.
Includes mounting gasket 
and stainless steel mesh 
spark arrestor.  
Suits hull thickness up 
to 16mm.
Suits16mm hose.

RWB2843


